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Question 1
Question Type: MultipleChoice

A company IT department has strict requirements around data protection and wants you to explain how to use the Max Target and Mm

Target options for an HPE Ezmeral Data Fabric volume.

What should you explain?

The Max Target sets the desired RAID level for data In the primary volume. The Mm Target sets the desired RAID level for data In

associated mirror and snapshot volumes.

Options: 
A- The Max Target sets the desired number of replicas for data; the Min Target sets a replica number at which the fabric still tries to

reach the Max Target, but less aggressively.

B- The Max Target and Min Target work together to set the erasure coding level for data in the volume. C. The Max Target is the total

number of blocks and the Min Target is the total minus redundant blocks.

C- The Max Target sets the desired number of replicas for 'hot' (frequently used) data; the Min Target sets the desired number of

replicas for 'warm' (less frequently used) data.

Answer: 
C



Question 2
Question Type: MultipleChoice

You want to set up high availability (HA) for the HPE Ezmeral Container Platform control plane. This includes HA for gateways and HA

for the platform. You are not planning to use the embedded Ezmeral Data Fabric.

Which hosts will you require at minimum?

Options: 
A- Two hosts with 500 GB for ephemeral storage and 500 GB for OS storage Two hosts with 500 GB for OS storage

B- Three hosts with 500 GB for ephemeral storage and 500 GB for OS storage Two hosts with 500 GB for OS storage

C- Three hosts with 500 GB for OS storage Two hosts with 500 GB for OS storage and 500 GB for ephemeral storage

D- Four hosts with 500 GB for OS storage and 500 GB storage for ephemeral storage

Answer: 
D



Question 3
Question Type: MultipleChoice

What is a setting that you are allowed to change after you deploy a Kubernetes cluster?

Options: 
A- The number of hosts assigned to a role

B- The type (data fabric or non-data fabric)

C- The pod network range

D- The authentication settings

Answer: 
A

Question 4
Question Type: MultipleChoice



You need to enable the Al/ML project option for a Kubernetes tenant on HPE Ezmeral Container Platform. What Is a requirement?

Options: 
A- That the Kubernetes cluster for the tenant is running Kubernetes version 1.18.6 or above

B- That the Ezmeral ML Ops Installation package was run on the platform and cluster before the tenant was added

C- That the platform has enough available Ezmeral ML Ops licenses to match the core quota on the tenant

D- That the Kubernetes cluster for the tenant has both Spark operator and Istio enabled on it

Answer: 
C

Question 5
Question Type: MultipleChoice

What is one way that HPE Ezmeral ML Ops can help companies overcome their AI/ML challenges?



Options: 
A- It enforces isolation between notebook environments and training environments.

B- It provides acceleration for machine learning algorithms to eliminate the need for CPUs.

C- It provides notebook and training environments with many AI/ML libraries and frameworks.

D- It provides a custom HPE Ezmeral library for deep learning and neural network algorithms.

Answer: 
B

Question 6
Question Type: MultipleChoice

What ate the network requirements for the HPE Ezmeral Container Platform controller and gateway?

Options: 
A- The controller and gateway must be on the same routable network as the Kubernetes or EPIC hosts.



B- The controller and gateway must be on routable networks, but do not have to be on the same network as each other or other hosts.

C- The controller and gateway must be on the same routable network as each other, but not necessarily other hosts.

D- The controller and gateway must be on the same non-routable private network as each other and all other hosts.

Answer: 
D

Question 7
Question Type: MultipleChoice

What Is one way that HPE Ezmeral Container Platform helps customers to reduce costs?

Options: 
A- By making it easy to install bare metal Kubernetes hosts and clusters, it eliminates the costs of many virtualization licenses.

B- It embeds all control plane functions in the same host systems that run container workers, reducing hardware costs.

C- It includes its own container orchestration software so that customers do not have to purchase expensive Kubernetes licenses.

D- It provides a streamlined solution with fewer components than typical DIY Kubernetes, reducing hardware and operational costs.



Answer: 
C
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